
GF - 07 enhanced magnetic locator

The instructions
Warmprompt: we are in pursuit of quality, practical, sound is clearer, more accurate
positioning, standby time is longer, not blindly pursue low-end KengMeng consumers
inferior products. Enhanced alarm locator is a base station positioning in a best
cost-effective, higher requirements for high-end customers, let you really buy the rest
assured, with enjoyable. Not some fake products; Through lowinferior chip, the cost is low,
quality is not guaranteed.
Product advantage:
1, is the only similar products of all mobile phones on the map to view the query to the
location and computer platform position trajectory, also can be directly reply messages in
Chinese position.
2. In the first base station positioning on the basis of the original joined Google maps
positioning, greatly reduces the error range of the product.
3. Due to the joined Google positioning mode, the product positioning function now
support abroad.
4. If we can call 10086 opened around listening to sound more friendship number per
month, it's only a number five yuan a month to check how long don't money.
5. This product does not need to cost platform, life-long free of charge. Just send a
message to the alarm locator, can respond to the following address information in Chinese
and Google maps connection, simple operation, one pace reachs the designated position.
6. This product built-in powerfulmagnet adsorption function, neednot youworry againput
problem, as long as there is metal, you can directly put up, the magnet will automatically
adsorption, more convenient installation you put the position

6. This product is the only market with the function of charge automatically boot, connect
the power supply, when the alarm locator electricity used up andproducts after shutdown,
call the product will be automatically switched on and continue to recharge, warning,
charging must insert SIM card



7. Our website HTTP; //gpsui.net

Regardless of alarm locator on the cart, children bag, the oldman's pocket, valuables bag,
can through the mobile phone to send SMS alarm locator, query alarm locator location,
convenient you to monitor all the way, to master the location of the object in real time.
Method of use:
1. Preparation: a SIMphone card and mini memory card,
2. Boot: open the card cover according to the directions insert SIMcard, minimemory card
is inserted in, products will be automatically switched on the red light shine out 4 times, 30
seconds to enter standby state.
3. The indicator light: light is normally on four boot, lowbattery indicator light flash
4, binding master number; Using a mobile phone text 000 sent to alarm the locator
number, later the machine reply to phone a message; The set; Binding +master number
5. Separate recordings; Using a mobile phone text 555 sent to alarm the locator number,
later the machine reply to phone a message; 【 Snd; recording started 】
6. The voice control callback; Using a mobile phone text 666 sent to alarm the locator
number, later the machine reply to phone a message; 【 DT; has been successfully set
sound monitor, alarm telephone callback 】,.
When the sound of the alarm locator around more than 40 db, alarm locator will
automatically call set phone number in advance.



7. GPRS location query: editmobile phone textmessages sent to alarmthe locator number
777, later reply phone a native Chinese geographical location and Google maps link,
location map will be shown after the mobile phone to open the links and text address,
make a more accurate location.
Around 8. Product voice query: direct dialing alarm locator card number, after a few
seconds to can hear the sound of the alarm locator around (in the query will not make any
sound and light alarm locator itself)
9. The location path query; Use their phones to edit text messages sent to alarm the
locator number 102, reply later native mobile a/account, password, website HTTP; //
gpsui.net
10. Delete the content of thememory CARDS; Use their phones to edit textmessages sent
to alarmthe locator number 445, native reply later phone a 【】 TF, cleanup the success,
the current can have capacity
11. The state of the host; Using amobile phone text 888 sent to alarmthe locator number,
later the machine reply to phone a message; 【 host all the features on or off battery
capacity binding number, signal strength, frequency startup, GPRS TF card capacity etc.).
12. Restart the host; Using amobile phone text 999sent to alarmthe locator number, such
as 1minute recovery success.
13. Shut down, the information above are remaining power according to stop function; Use
their phones to edit text messages sent to alarm the locator number 444, a native reply
later mobile phones and "Reset; all tasks have been cancelled"
14. Electricity query: located in every time you reply,
{this product can also be an external smoke alarm door magnetic shoe bag need to
increase the functions such as water or customized products and the suggestion, please
contact the dealer}
1. Appearance size: 3.5 cm * 2.0 cm* 1.4 cm (L *W* H)
2. Charging input InputAC110-220 v50/60 hz
3. The charging output: OutputDC5.0 V 300-500ma
4. The machine battery: 3.7 V 400mah Li - ion '
5. Standby time: 12 days. Working time 4 to 6 days
6. The expansion card; Mini TF card
7. The video video; 320 * 240
8. The photo size; 640 * 480
9. Talk: 150-180 minutes
10. Format: GSM/GPRS
11.. Storage temperature: - 40 ° C to + 85 ° C
12. Working temperature - 20 ° C to + 55 ° C
13. Humidity range 5%- 95%non - condensing
14, GPRS: Upload60, TCP/IP
15, working voltage: 3.4-4.2 V DC
16 standby current: : material 2.5 mA
17, open the acoustic current: material 30ma
18, call: current material 150ma
19, GSMpositioning time: 25 seconds



Basic parameters: spectrumGSM850/900/1800/1900 MHZ
Supported countries: China Britain France Germany Netherlands Italy Spain Brazil,
Portugal, Denmark Russia Poland Turkey Hungary Thailand Indonesia Malaysia Vietnam
myanmar Pakistan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Greece the kazakhstan Mongolia dubai, etc...

Often encounter problems:
1. The host can't get through
Answer: must insert SIMbootwill enablemobile phone signal, after themobile phone card,
so you only need to turn after the reboot themachine. Still have even if yourmobile phone
card is not in the server, no signal.
2. TF memory card cannot be stored?
A: check whether the TF memory card is wrong, if there is no question about the TF card
can put the TF memory card format to retry.
3 can't charge?
Answer: to charging the GSM card, if you are unable to realize charging is not.
4 what is the main control cell phone?
A: is that you need to use it to monitor and alarm system of mobile phone.

Special warning: when the deficiency of alarm locator (power under 5%) please charge in
time, such as the battery is in a state of loss of electricity for a long time, will inevitably
cause the battery to discharge depth affect battery performance and life, serious battery
charge it into electricity or scrap, such as alarm locator when not in use, please put the
battery charged to 60%- 80%, disconnect the power of the locator, in storage, not for a
long time (threemonths) please the locator to supplement the electric regularly, in order to
protect the battery, in order to you better use this machine, please read and follow the
above, thanks


